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EMFX & USD Strength 

As currencies worldwide succumb to the USD, but not much against each-other, they are cancelling out 

a large part of the adjustment in real effective terms. So far this year in Asia, the key currencies, except 

for INR, have seen their trade weighted real effective exchange rates (we use BIS’s REER series in this 

analysis) fluctuate within ±2%. During the same period, depreciation against the USD has ranged from 

flat (THB) on one end to over 10% (INR). To us, the most striking case is the CNY, which has corrected by 

nearly 5% against the USD, but in fact appreciated in real effective terms. The US will find it very difficult 

to call this a result of currency manipulation.  

Let’s talk from numbers angle:   

USD/INR Historical Vols:  

 

USD/INR Implied Vols: 
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USD/INR Volatility Surface:  

 

USD/PHP Volatility Surface: 

 

Conclusion: 

❖ Sitting today INR is trading at 73.30 which is all time high. Expected to move up to 75. 

❖ Both Historical as well as Implied Vols are growing which effectively means in future INR might 

touch 78 or 80 

❖ Both Importers, Exporters are advised to hedge their exposures using Seagull Contracts or using 

Range Forwards. Please be note that both Seagull, Range Forwards are Zero Cost in nature which 

effectively means Corporate will not be receiving nor will be paying.  

❖ Treasury Consulting requests all Corporates to have Options Hedging Structures in place like 

Seagull, Range Forwards, Call Spreads, Put Spreads to cover their both Exports, Imports 

exposures as INR is moving towards 80 sooner or later ! 


